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No meal is complete without dessert! Popular food blogger Monica Holland brings you an

enticing collection of comforting homemade classics with a modern twist. Find inspiration in her

fun, whimsical recipes that reinvent old favorites and create exciting new flavor

combinations.Enjoy dozens of irresistible recipes from:Grandma’s chocolate layer cakeCream

cheese swirl snickerdoodle blondiesHummingbird cupcakes with mascarpone frostingPumpkin

pie cakeBlueberry vanilla yogurt popsiclesOreo stuffed chocolate chip cookiesBrightened with

full-color photography throughout, the carefully tested recipes are not only gorgeous to the eye,

they’re achievable for both the experienced baker and those just venturing out into the

wonderful world of baking.Whether you need a bake sale treat or are having a midnight

cravings for milk and warm-from-the-oven cookies, Lick the Bowl Good is sure to satisfy your

sweet tooth.
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INTRODUCTION: MY JOURNEYBack in the day, we didn’t eat dessert on a regular basis and

when we did, it was usually something store bought like Little Debbie snacks, or for a special

treat we’d go to Dairy Queen and get a dip cone or a Blizzard. Most of the time if we wanted

something sweet, my brother and I would just walk to the corner store and buy a piece of gum

or Laffy Taffy for a nickel. That was also when gasoline was 99¢ a gallon! I don’t think we’ll ever

see that again.Every so often my aunt Melinda would make a cake, usually from a mix. She is

five years older than me, and she’s always felt more like an older sister than an aunt. I would sit

in my grandma’s tiny kitchen at the round, wooden table for four and watch her bake. We used

the kitchen table as our work surface because counter space was limited and my grandma was

often in the kitchen whipping up hearty meals to feed all of us. To this day, she still rolls out

homemade flour tortillas at that table. A fresh homemade tortilla hot off the comal with a pat of

butter is one of the best snacks you’ll ever have. I always wanted to help my aunt because I

thought that measuring out ingredients, cracking eggs, and stirring thick sweet batter looked

like so much fun. But when I did profess my desire for helping, I got stuck doing the chore

nobody wants to do—greasing the pans. We couldn’t afford to buy nonstick baking spray, so we

used what we had on hand, which was shortening and flour. I hated sticking my fingers in that

white stuff and smearing it into the pans. It took forever to wash off my hands, and then the

flour dust got all over me and the kitchen, but I knew if I wanted to help, this is what I had to do.

And I did.My parents divorced when I was very young. On the weekends that we were with my

dad, we would sometimes get to sleep over at our older cousin’s house. My brother Joseph

and my cousin Vince would watch World Wrestling Federation (WWF) wrestling on TV and

pretend they were Hulk Hogan and Macho Man Randy Savage. On the other side of the house

Christina and I would listen to Bon Jovi while she fixed my hair into a side ponytail. I was

definitely a child of the ’80s. We would also bake cake mixes together, only she let me help mix

the ingredients with a hand mixer, and she let me lick the bowl when we were done. That was

the best part.Over time, my intrigue for baking grew until the day I mustered up enough

courage to make my first ever recipe from scratch. I had no idea what I would make until I



found a huge jar of welfare peanut butter hiding in a cupboard with a recipe on the back. I read

the recipe. We had all the ingredients and it seemed simple enough to take on by myself, so I

creamed shortening, peanut butter, and sugar together, added a couple eggs, some flour, and

baking soda, and I rolled them into balls before baking. Five dozen dough balls and a couple

hours later, I had accomplished my goal—a kitchen full of homemade peanut butter cookies. I

was ready to share my gift with the world.Fast forward a few years . . . I have moved away from

my grandparents’ home and am newly married to my high school sweetheart, Sam. While Sam

and I were dating, he’d call me and we’d stay up until the wee hours of the night talking on the

phone. Or rather, I’d do all the talking while he listened and munched on frozen chocolate

chips. He loves chocolate! One day while flipping through a magazine I found a recipe for

double chocolate chewies. I jotted down the recipe on a yellow Post-it and filed it away to make

for him. I did bake those cookies for him, and I’m convinced that’s why he fell in love with me.

As they say, the way to a man’s heart is through his stomach.Over the years I didn’t do as

much baking because my mother-in-law, Nonie, would bake chocolate chip pecan cookies and

send them over on a regular basis. My mom, Laura, and I experimented with baking fortune

cookies, homemade vanilla wafers, and fruit pizzas. Those were tasty successes. I tried my

hand at homemade cookies and ice cream once, which was a total disaster. In my mind, I

thought the more cookies, the better it would be. I added so many cookies to that ice cream

that it was dense and greasy, and the whole thing turned a grayish-brown color. It was

horrifying, but we still managed to choke it down.Sam and I married and bought a house in

2005. By the summer of 2006, I was pregnant with our first son. I had a fairly easy pregnancy. I

was tired and hungry all the time and wanted to eat everything I saw on TV, but the weeks

seemed to just fly. Then one early morning in August, I awoke with terrible cramping in my

abdomen. I wasn’t sure what was happening to my body, but I went to the hospital where I later

delivered our premature son at seventeen weeks gestation. We were in shock but wanted a

family so badly that we got pregnant again right away. In February 2007, just six months after

our first son, we lost yet another baby. Our lives were forever changed.We grieved and

mourned the loss of our sons, Sam and Jack. We searched the Internet for answers to our

questions, we attended grief counseling, went to two different therapists, shed countless tears,

and shared our story at support groups over and over again. At a hospital support group, I met

my dear friend, Monica, who encouraged me to start a blog. I encountered so many people

with similar stories. I could relate to others, and I felt less alone. It was helpful to write and

express my emotions. I didn’t write for an audience, I just let my feelings pour out of me like I

was writing a journal. It was freeing and I felt like a weight was lifted off my soul. Blogging

helped immensely, and then after a few months it became too much for me to bear. All I did

was think about babies and getting pregnant. I missed my boys and got lost in a world of

sadness. I was consumed by grief.I needed another outlet, so in the fall of 2007, I started a

recipe blog. I didn’t know how the new blog would progress, but I knew that I loved baking and

sharing recipes, so I dove headfirst with my favorite chocolate zucchini bundt cake. The first

few months were sketchy, and there were times when I got discouraged, but I finally had

something else to focus my energy on. I began to think about what I would make next. I took

pictures of the cakes and cupcakes I made, and over time I got better at it. It became a

challenge, and I learned so much about the science behind baking, lighting, food photography,

and myself. I was learning to accept the new me, and before I knew it, I was happy again.We

continued to try for another baby, and after years of struggling with infertility, I finally got

pregnant again with our third son. In September 2011, we welcomed our little blessing,

Hayden, into the world. Getting him here was a long difficult journey, but he was worth the wait.



Now he’s a very curious curly haired toddler who likes to stand on a chair helping me in the

kitchen, sampling my creations as he sees fit, and I wouldn’t want it any other way.Through

blogging, I’ve met some pretty incredible people and have made lifelong friends from all over

the world. Some I have met in person, some I have only communicated with through mail or

phone, some I have baked with and cried with, and a few have even shared some of life’s

greatest moments with me. They are all different, but each one of them holds a special place in

my heart. This may sound highly dramatic, but blogging changed my life. It is more than just

typing words and posting pictures on a website, it is a fulfilling and rewarding community, and

I’m proud to be a part of it. I blog to share my knowledge of baking with others. I bake to

express my love and appreciation for those who are most important in my life, my friends, and

family.As for the title of my blog and now this cookbook, I can’t help but recall that sweet

memory of baking with my cousin in her kitchen. It truly was “lick the bowl good.”

BAKING ESSENTIALS: TOOLS OF THE TRADEWhether you are an avid baker or are just

starting out, having a well equipped kitchen not only makes baking easier it will ensure better

results. Here is a list of equipment and kitchen tools that will allow you to make any of the

recipes in this book.Oven Thermometer: One of the most important and least expensive

gadgets you can have in the kitchen is an oven thermometer. If you bake often, it is imperative

to know how your oven functions. Many ovens run a few degrees cooler or warmer then you

think. Having an oven thermometer will ensure that your oven is up to correct temperature

before baking. If your oven is off, you can make adjustments accordingly without having to

sacrifice the cake you’ve worked so hard to bake.Pans: Having an array of metal pans will allow

you to bake many types of cakes, breads, cupcakes and bars. You don’t need to have multiples

of everything, but if you bake lots of cupcakes or muffins, it comes in handy to have more than

one cupcake tin. My preference for baking is high-quality aluminum pans. Darker metal pans

conduct heat a little differently and can cause food to brown more quickly.

lick the bowl sign in bathroom, lick the bowl clean broccoli salad, lick the bowl meaning, lick the

bowl good pork tenderloin, lick the bowl clean, lick the bowl ariana, lick the bowl peanut sauce

Frosted: Take Your Baked Goods to the Next Level with Decadent Buttercreams, Meringues,

Ganaches and More, Procrastibaking: 100 Recipes for Getting Nothing Done in the Most

Delicious Way Possible, Baking for the Holidays: 50+ Treats for a Festive Season, Everyone

Can Bake: Simple Recipes to Master and Mix, Ripe Figs: Recipes and Stories from Turkey,

Greece, and Cyprus, Once Upon a Chef: Weeknight/Weekend: 70 Quick-Fix Weeknight

Dinners + 30 Luscious Weekend Recipes: A Cookbook, Pati Jinich Treasures Of The Mexican

Table: Classic Recipes, Local Secrets, Snacking Cakes: Simple Treats for Anytime Cravings: A

Baking Book, Small-Batch Snacking Cake Cookbook: 75 Quick-Prep Recipes to Satisfy Your

Sweet Tooth

Lucky, “Wow!!. This cookbook is fabulous. There isn’t a bad recipe. Monica even shows you

had to assemble the look she has created on some of the recipes. All the recipes have

pictures. I am going to make each recipe in this book but the first few I would like to make are

Cherry Almond Bundt Cake, Oreo Cheesecake Cupcakes, Snickerdoodle Cream Cheese
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Blondies and Pina Colada Mini Cheesecakes.”

Big Bones, “Love this cookbook!. I have prepared 3 recipes from this cookbook and they were

all outstanding. The banana cake was tremendous and usually I am not a fan of banana bread

dishes. Monica has a chocolate chip cookie recipe that will make you forget grandma's cookies.

Her mini brownies with maraschino cherries on top are positively sinful. Buy this book if you

want to impress your loved ones with your baking skills. It's sure working for me.”

preacherlady, “Need to have this book in your collection!. Great ideas in this book. I'm always

looking for a new twist on my old recipes. I made my traditional 3 layer strawberry cake for my

holiday party buffet table and decorated it with the strawberry rose pictured on the cover. It

was very easy and the presentation made everyone stop and take pictures!”

lizzys, “THE TITLE SAYS IT ALL!!!!. Tis is ABSOLUTELY the best!! I mean I collect cookbooks

and I use cookbooks, this is right up in a tie for FIRST Place out of the probably 2000

cookbooks I have. I use the Cooking from Quilt Country, Southern Living 1995 Annual Recipe

and a cookbook my Mother taught me to use. But these are my "go to" and there has only

been 3 until now. The recipes are easy to follow with common, understandable and obtainable

ingredients. This should be in every kitchen. No doubt one of the best I have seen in a long

time.  This to me is right there with the Brown Betty, another great book.”

Mon, “Wonderful recipes. I love this book. Has a picture of every recipe & you're bakes really

do look like the pics! My favorite recipes are the chocolate zucchini bundt cake & the

snickerdoodle cream cheese blondies...amazing! I've marked several more recipes to try this

fall.”

Annette H, “A great cookbook. I follow Monica's blog so I knew this was going to be a good

book. I was wrong it is a fantastic book. The recipes are ones I will make again and again. Not

only are the recipes great but the photos will blow you away. I will be buying this book for all my

relatives.”

janet721, “A Twist on Old Favorites. Love her recipes! She takes old classics and dials them up

a notch. The Cowboy Cookies are a favorite in our house. I would never have thought to put

pretzels in cookies, but they really give the cookies a surprise crunch. Great purchase.”

Snow Cone, “Great collection!. The notes and pictures make this book worth the time and

effort! I just finished reading this wonderful book. Now I look forward to trying out the recipes!

I will start with the cakes and cupcakes first.  Thank you for putting your heart onto the pages!”

Tonergirl, “FABULOUS!!!!. I absolutely LOVED everything about this mouthwatering cookbook!

It is so well written and the instructions are amazingly easy to follow! There is a lot of love and

care that went into describing in detail, each and every delectable looking recipe and I have no

doubt that each and every one of them will also turn out just as delicious as the pictures

portray.Congratulations Monica Holland...you have a rare talent and have produced a real

winner here...Please keep them coming...”

The book by Monica Holland has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 85 people have provided feedback.
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